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**Full-Length Papers** (3000–5000 words)
- Reports of Original Investigations (research and field applications papers).
- Review Articles (state-of-the-art or literature reviews).
- Interlaboratory Research Reports (including data and statistical analysis).
- New Procedures (currently under development by a committee or authored by an individual).
- Case Studies (reports and analyses of noteworthy events or situations).

**Shorter Technical Communications** (500–1500 words)
- Technical Notes (brief papers on specific topics).
- Research Briefs (advance communications that will be followed by full-length papers).
- Conference Reports (extended abstracts).

**Commentary** (500–1000 words)
- Discussions of Previously Published Papers.
- Letters to the Editor.
- Invited Editorials.
- Reviews of Books and Standards.

The subject matter must not be of a speculative nature and the contents must not include materials of an advertising nature. The paper must not be seriously defective as to literary form and structure, continuity of thought, and clarity of expression. The substance of the paper should not have been published previously in the open literature.

Authors preparing papers for submittal should observe the conventions of style explained in the ASTM Style Manual. Since the journal does not request page charges, the author is expected to conform to these standard conventions for style. SI units are to be used throughout; if data were not measured in SI units, a note should appear to that effect and the original units should be included in parentheses after the SI units.

The original manuscript and four clear copies, including original illustrations, should be submitted to Kathy Greene, Manager, Acquisitions and Review, ASTM, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia, PA 19103.